31 Errata by (Author)
ERRATA 
Mahinder Doman "A Note on Asian Indian Women in British Columbia 
1900-1935": 
p. l 02. Since these women almost never associated with people of the 
larger society and certainly did not drive cars or enjoy individual mobility, the 
community members who were not family members became so instantly. 
p.102. She was willing to admit, however, that among other 
homemaking activities, Western style food preparation made her legs ache. 
Footnote 22. These titles are the names of female relatives. Sister to 
mother is Massi; sister to father is Phuah; wife of father's older brother(s) is 
Tiyee; wife of mother's brother(s) is Mahmi. 
Pagination: Unnumbered pages 183 and i84 are missing in all copies of the 
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